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Volume # XF-51 Surprise August Issue, 2012 

Our next meeting will be on Monday, August 20th 

at  6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA.     We’re 

firmly in our routine of wrapping up around 8 PM 

and relocating to Logan’s for dinner 

I said in the last issue that there would not be an 

August Issue.  Well surprise!  Through the miracle 

of modern computers and  with some help from 

others here you go…….. 

Our Next Meeting: Lynn Petty - Chapter Contact 

9018 Oak Haven Drive 

Chattanooga, TN  37421 

hlpetty@comcast.net 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS DATE 

  

IPMS Huntsville 9/29/2012 

IPMS/AMPS/CHATTANOOGA MINI-

CONVENTION 

1/11&12/2013 

Atlanta Model Figure Show 2/15-17/2013 

IPMS/Marietta   R-3  Regional 3/9/2013 

Cookeville Model  Show 3/9/2013 

This Issue 

Lots of stuff here from the Nationals. Some photos 

from our last meeting.  Sorry, no captions, but we 

did have a great turnout!!  Need I say more……... 
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Overview of the 2012 IPMS Nationals and other 

Ramblings……. 

 

 

 

By Lynn Petty 

GENERAL OVERVIEW 

  

The IPMS 2012 Nationals have now come and gone. Hosted by IPMS/Pelikan, the numbers are pretty solid. 

About 750 registrants and 2700 models. Scale model overload at it's best. It was a well run show. We were 

surprised by the mobile app that they provided. This app was dedicated to the show and provided much in-

formation in a handy format. We thought we were the first to think of that but they beat us to the punch. It 

was very handy to view the seminar schedule and other show data right there on your smart phone. IPMS/

Pelikan did very well organizing volunteers to fill their ranks in various administrative duties for running the 

show. A link on their web page to sign up for various duties served them well Several of us got a peek at be-

hind the scenes by doing this. They followed up with a personal e-mail thank you as well. It was worth the 

trouble and was a bit of fun too! 

 

It's was all good! Hey! It was a Nationals!!! The model room seemed to be full. Interestingly the tables were a 

bit narrower than usual. These were 24 inch wide by 8 ft - the norm being 30 inch by 8 ft. Seems the real 

need at Disney is for conferences where "students" sit behind tables 

during a lecture type setting. Model shows on the other hand are table 

space intensive endeavors. The group here has done well with that 

problem, working with what they had. Some vendors have complained 

but the hosting locals say it was well advertised ahead of time, people 

just didn't read it. If that is the biggest problem the nationals has indeed 

done well this year. An interesting thing was done using several of 

those paper yardsticks that IKEA gives away at their retail centers. Sev-

eral of these were strategically taped to the tables in the contest room. 

Many of the standard IPMS categories say for example medium jet not 

to exceed 11" in span" so there was a ruler for help in confirming you 

were in the right place. Nifty idea! 

 

Lots of international visitors this year. After all that is what the "i" in IPMS stands for. There were Observers 

during the judging there from IPMS Venezuela. They wanted to learn how we ran things. Lots of IPMS Can-

ada and the usual crowd from IPMS/UK. The do not touch signs were even multi-lingual! (see photo) Spain, 

Peru, and others from overseas were present. 

 

THE IPMS CHATTANOOGA CROWD 

 

Tom Gaston and his wife Terrie were seen daily at the convention as well as at various points around the 

Disney Parks. Mike, his wife Ava, and his parents made the most of their tickets to the shows and the Disney 

parks. I heard mention of a roller coaster ride at 1:30 AM!. Ben Bonvillain Visited a few times while staying 

offsite at a nearby timeshare. My wife and I enjoyed the trip as well taking the long circuitous route via the 

Eglin armaments museum but that's another story for another time. 

 

Brandon Lowe of our club and with FreeTime Hobbies was present at the Nats running the booth for 
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FreeTime hobbies. He was good natured with my ribbing about me not being at work while he technically 

anyway was working. He did enjoy his time off during the awards ceremony and seemed to be having fun 

while he was working. FreeTime had a very impressive booth centered not only on their naval subject matter 

but also with other products. 

 

VENDING OVERVIEW 

 

Vending has been fine for me. We missed Jack from MidTN hobbies who couldn't be here. Some of the big 

name places are absent. Revell had on display test shots of the 1/32 HE219. Nice surface detail. The big 

name Japanese company - Zokei Mura - had the same! Very friendly fellows those That ran their booth, giving 

away lots of literature and candy to boot. Impressive but I am glad I am married to 1/72 scale!!! I found a few 

books I needed and bought a lot of nifty new tools. In aircraft kit vendors were mostly the previously owned 

resellers of kits as opposed to the New kit vendors. The Czech crowd and Hobby Link Japan dominated with 

the new aircraft kits. Lots of old aircraft kits were there for sale in various nooks and crannies. 

 

World of Tanks kept a ongoing online Internet cafe type set up advertising their online gaming. This provided 

a fair amount of background noise for us in one part of one of the 

vendor rooms. John Vojtech had his usual tools plus a new micro 

sized metal mitre box on sale. Squadron Shop played a free tee 

shirt marketing game where they discounted orders based on how 

many days you arrived ar their booth wearing their shirt, which they 

gave out for free. They had almost no merchandise at their booth, 

but two laptops set up so you could order right there. Interesting ap-

proach to their transportation issue, but you had nothing in hand 

when you left either. But the tee shirt is nice with the big B-25 on 

front. 

 

THE BIDS FOR 2014 

 

Mike did a GREAT job presenting the Chattanooga bid for the 2014 

nationals. Other bidders were Tidewater (with a Hampton Roads 

side of the bay venue), St Louis, & the South Carolina consortium. 

All four bids were good and in the words of the announcer on Satur-

day night, all four could have done a good nationals. Each bid had 

it's pros and cons. In the end Hampton Roads won the bid for 2014. 

Aug 6 - 9th. Look for Langley AFB to replace the NAS Oceania tour. 

I too think we were right in there with our bid, perhaps in second place.  

 

WINNERS 

 

The big winner here is of course THE MOU$E! Mickey has done well!!!! Money flowed not just in the vendors 

room! 

 

Chattanooga winners were: Tom Gaston got a 3rd place for his Marder II. First place for his night Panther. 

And a first for both of his triathlons. Stalingrad Theme award for his big JU-87. First for Nemo car as well. 

Mike Moore got a third place for his Aerosan in dioramas 
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Judging Pins. - Three year pin for Mike Moore and ten year pins for Tom Gaston and myself. 

 

IPMS/Pelican says of hosting the nationals " it's hard work but worth it in the end.". This was the 48th IPMS 

convention. Disney marketing wants us again. They apparently think we were well behaved and of course 

they profited from our presence.  

 

THE CONTROVERSIAL PARAGRAPH 

(I really hope it isn't) 

 

As far as national contests goes this was 

another one that was filled to the brim 

with lots of models. There were indeed 

some real jewels in the viewing room. I 

saw at least three really neat BF109s by 

Barry Numerick that were just perfect. 

An Airfix Swordfish by Bill Devins caught 

my eye and was mentioned for best air-

craft but something bigger got the major-

ity of votes. Of course my tastes run for 

the one true scale. In the collections area a large group of Stuart tanks caught my attention. Rich Van Zandt 

must never sleep; he must have entered three dozen well built models in both 1/72 and 1/48 scales. I never 

saw so many 1/48 scale MiG 21's, the Eduard kit was everywhere. In the ship area this must have been the 

year of the submarine. I never saw this many submarine models in one place. They were dominating. Two 

fire engine models taught me that 9/11 is commemorated in art on the top of some modern fire engines. And 

of course the shine on many race cars made me wish I could achieve such a gloss finish. With all due re-

spect to the many fine models there, missing this year was the knock our socks off "how did he do that" 

scratch built or heavily modified entries. In years past entries such as John Voltech's B-2 or the Polish guy's 

Lancaster with all the skin removed from one side, the 1/144 tiger from 500 scratch parts, and the like that 

truly had the room buzzing, those were missing. This is a dangerous thing for me to say but I truly hope you 

can follow what I am saying. Dioramas were mostly "flat" this year as far as story. Mike Moore's Aerosan 

was one of the very few vignettes to have a story. Shadow boxes were nonexistent.  Box stock or OOB en-

tries were everywhere and they certainly have their place. I saw several that were better than I could do. 

Likewise in years past there were models entered that dare I say we're less than average. You know what I 

mean, really lousy. This year I saw but one of those, and it was embarrassingly bad. All of this goes to say 

something others pointed out to me before. As a whole we seem to be not stretching the envelope of model-

ing like we once did. There is not a lot of "risk taking" with the entries like there was a few years ago. Like-

wise the overall quality has come up to a level (good) quality across the spectrum of the convention as a 

whole. Don't get me wrong. There is a place for simple kit building and I admire those who enjoy the hobby 

for what it is. Their output is far more than mine. Quality coming up is of course a good thing. I just missed 

the one or two zingers this year that we've seen in the past. You know it would be a great idea to invite those 

big time previous winners to dust those off and bring hem back for us to admire once again! Hmmmm i think 

that would be a great point for a 50th convention bid! Yes indeed it was in our bid! And it is in our advertise-

ment for our show in Jan of 2013. I look forward to seeing those great works again! 

 

Please don't misread the above paragraphs as a downer on the 2012 national convention. No two nationals 

are just alike. All are dependent on what shows up.  There are always plenty of excellent models to see.  
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JUDGING: JUDGING AN ENTRY AS A COLLECTION OF WORK - OR 

- AS LEAST FLAWS? Maybe I am still suffering from being one of the 

judges in an OOB category. There were 32 entries we had to narrow 

down to three winners. It boiled down to a battle of finding the fewest of 

really minimal flaws. A Special Hobby kit (a "pig of a kit" for those not in 

the know) entry didn't have a chance amongst the Tamiya kit entries. In 

my opinion it was the best "collection of work" ....but for a flaw in the 

wheel well it might have placed........ Out of the box at a normal IPMS 

event is truly a contest of least flaws. I remain convinced that Gold Silver 

Bronze has many advantages. I believe there were several winners that 

went unrewarded in that group of 32 models. I also believe GSB has the 

potential to bring back the so called "stretching the envelope " of a few 

years ago.  

 

MORE OVERVIEWS 

 

The 50th birthday celebration of IPMS begins with the convention in Colorado and goes for 1 year. Aris Pam-

pas was presented with his life membership badge and likewise one was awarded to John Noack. Mention 

was also made of the national organization providing particular awards at each of the Regionals during the 

year celebration leading up to the 2014 convention. IPMS is adding long and short sleeved Henley's to the 

logo apparel line in the near future. 

 

RED TAILS & OTHER SEMINARS 

 

I sat in on Chris Buchotz's seminar on the movie Red Tails. He showed clips from the movies as well as clips 

from early in the production that had not benefited from his advice. For those that don't know Chris had 

served as a historical consultant to George Lucas on that movie. He got that position through a tenuous 

route helped by the fact he wrote two books on the unit including a fine book by Osprey. He told us his in-

volvement had been over the course of four and a half years. He took us through a brief discussion of scripts 

and script revisions. There were many! He was on retainer and got odd phone calls asking detailed ques-

tions at surprising times. A famous one was "We're painting the Mustangs tomorrow, can you give us any 

guidance?". They got that part right but just in time. According to Chris much of his input was indeed fol-

lowed, especially by the cgi crew, same folks from the digital ranch, that worked on History Channel's Dog-

fights series. An exception was the yellow stripes on the BF109's stabilizers and tails. Though highly inaccu-

rate, the creative directors side won out and wanted the visual reference to remain as to who were the bad 

guys. He also told us the movie was of course meant to A- Make money and B- be an adventure movie. it 

was never meant to be a history lesson. Interestingly, the production company simultaneously made a docu-

mentary called Double Victory which he says is very very good and we should seek that one out. I also 

briefly attended one of the air brush seminars. Imagine if you will, one of the breakout rooms with plastic laid 

out over the carpet for obvious reasons. The tables in a giant U pattern with a big compressor in the center 

and about 20 hoses coming out to 20 airbrushes around the tables. An instructor at the front and everyone 

spraying patterns on scraps of white paper. It went on for an entire day. Other seminars were well attended I 

am told. A personal disappointment was Capt. Dann was detained at the last minute and had to cancel his 

presentation on the us naval centennial aviation celebration paint schemes. Maybe next year? Cookie 

Sewell and Dana Bell and other big names in the model world did do their share of speaking. 

 

NEXT YEAR 
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Information about the convention next year in Loveland Colorado was provided. Embassy Suites is the pri-

mary hotel adjacent to a facility very similar to the Kansas City convention. Tours include Buckley AFB. Spe-

cial award to best use of IPMS decals. The nickname or subtitle for next year is: The Thin Air Nationals. It 

will be held 14-17 August 2013. 

 

NOW ON TO OUR SHOW IN JANUARY! 

 

We advertised! Brandon wore his shirt with our logo and show dates. He did a bit of talking up our show with 

his fellow vendors as well. Jeff Mattheiss has I believe already heard from one of those contacts. Our flyer 

was present at the appropriate table in the hall at the entrance to the contest room. I also believe with us put-

ting in a nationals bid there will be some folks who will, having heard our name, consider and perchance at-

tend our show. The big logo on the back of our shirts had to help spread the word! I still think Mike Mattheiss 

did an outstanding job on our logo. It has to 

help draw in some interest. Just remember we 

want 500 models entered at our show! 
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A few more impressions, comments and random 

thoughts about the 2012 Nationals. 

 

 

 

By Mike Moore 

First off, as Lynn said, the BIG winner was the Mou$e.  No question, hands down, the biggest money maker.  

Love him or hate him (and there are those in both camps as he and Bill Devins play out their Laurel and 

Hardy routines reading the results) Aris Pappas had one of the best lines of the convention.  Referring to the 

large Mickey hands that were available for purchase in the parks, he pondered how a small rat with such 

large hands was able to do such a good job picking his pocket!  OH so true! 

My adventure started with arrival at the Contemporary on Sunday afternoon, with my folks coming in that 

evening.  Of course my father, with his notable lack of patience, had his suitcase misplaced between the air-

port and his room.  All ended well though with it being delivered to their room first thing Monday morning. 

Monday was Epcot.  Fun, but a bit of a letdown.  I’d been led to believe Epcot was more adult oriented than 

it turned out to be.  Tuesday was the Animal Kingdom.  Much better.  Wednesday morning was the Magic 

Kingdom. 

Which brings me to the first part of the convention.  Lynn, Ben and my-

self had volunteered for model registration.  It turns out we really kind 

of wasted our time as all we did was walk people to the tables for their 

entries.  That really could have been done by making sure each en-

trant was given one of the color coded maps of the room that were 

plentiful.  That was followed by a quick walk through the vendors room 

before my legs and feet gave out on me.  Turns out that a week walk-

ing through the various parks at Disney is tough on an ankle with torn 

cartilage.  Go figure. 

On Thursday I managed to spend most of the day at the convention.  I 

volunteered for the first registration shift, and had a great time for al-

most 3 hours handing out pre-registration packets.  Then it was again 

time for roaming the models and the vendors for as long as my legs 

held out. 

Friday morning brought a trip to over to Disney Hollywood.  The Indi-

ana Jones stunt show and the big car stunt shows were pretty cool.  These days for a lot of the car chase 

scenes, they use small European cars, gut them to reduce weight, add safety features, and replace the en-

gines with rear mounted 1300cc motorcycle engines.  Who knew.  But they sure zip around! 

And then the judging.  It went very smoothly for me.  The team I was on plowed through three categories 

with little difficulty although one of them was the hated best of the worst type.  Not that the models were in-

credibly bad, but each one had easily identifiable flaws.  It was also interesting to hear Bill Devins, the head 

aircraft judge, get up in front of the whole judges meeting and proceed to tell us that judging is more than just 

counting flaws, but is also evaluating the body of the work, and considering the model as a whole.  Being an 
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advocate of GSB, I of course agree with him.  The problem is that given the 1-2-3 format, I don’t know how 

to do that.  1-2-3 requires you to quantify why a model is the best in the category, and the only way to do that 

so that it can be clearly explained to a modeler is by saying that “that model had fewer flaws”.  I’m not always 

happy with that, but it is what it is.  At least for now.  And yeah, the Magic Kingdom was open until 2am Fri-

day night.  After judging was done, Ava convinced me to go out from some more “fun”.  I’m not really sure a 

ride on the run away mine train and Splash Mountain was worth it, but she did have fun.  Sometimes that’s 

what is really important. 

Our Nationals Bid.  I’ll trust Lynn that I did a good job.  It’s hard to tell from the podium.  I do remember Mike 

flashing me the 5 minute sign and thinking “already?”.  So Tidewater got it.  Honestly, I can’t say that is any 

kind of surprise.  But I do think we had either the best, or the second best presentation.  I can also say that 

several folks very strongly expressed that they hoped we’d bid again.  Since this was always looked at by 

Lynn and me as a dry run, I think it’s safe to say that we will.  We picked up some good points that we can 

add to our bid the next time, and I’ll be getting a debrief from the 2cd VP sometime soon.  There really did 

seem to be some big excitement about our bid which was gratifying. 

Of course Saturday ran past, the awards were handed out, and boy o boy did the Central and South Ameri-

cans clean up!  One of Bill Devins’ quips was that next year’s judging seminar was going to be conducted by 

IPMS Venezuela.  And in fact, for the first time ever, the George Lee Judges Best in Show went to a non-US 

modeler.  A Venezuelan built a spectacular Tamiya 1/12 Motorcycle that nabbed that award. 

Sunday was a long drive home, and here I am Tuesday, typing this up, suffering through a nasty cold that at 

least didn’t come on until the drive home.  Now the only thing hanging over my head is the credit card bill.  

Oh Joy!  
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Chattanooga 
ModelCon 2013 

CHATTANOOGA TRADE AND CONVENTION 

CENTER 

January 11th & 12th 2013 

New Venue and a TWO DAY SHOW! 

Gold Silver Bronze Format—Check our Website for Guidelines 

“Showcase Display” for past winners—Check our Website for Details 

New Category for Model Photography—Check our Website for Details 

Academy Club Build Challenge—Check our Website for Details 

Seminars—Check our Website for Details 

Make ‘N Take—Check our Website for Details 

Hospitality Gathering Friday Night—Check our Website for Details 

Show Rate at the Staybridge Suites next to the Convention Center—Check our Website for De-
tails 

In Other Words—Check our Website!!! 

World of Wheels—Same Weekend-Same Building—Check their Website for Details 
www.worldofwheels.info 

Show Hours 

Fri 2 - 8 PM 

Sat 8 - 4 PM ish 

General Contact—Mike Moore   maxwinthrop@yahoo.com 

Vendor Contact– Jeff Mattheiss   emilyshouse@juno.com 

Vendor Info 

8 FT—Tables 

 $25 prepay  

$30 late pay 


